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Abstract
This paper describes a 8–32 kb/s embedded speech codec 
submitted as a candidate for the ITU-T Embedded Variable 
Bit Rate (EV-VBR) standardization. The coder is built upon 
a 2-stage coding structure consisting of embedded ACELP 
coding from 8 to 16kb/s and embedded TCX coding at 24 
and 32 kb/s. The coder is designed to support bandwidth 
scalability (narrow band and wide band signal) and bit-rate 
scalability (8~32 kb/s). The output bit-stream produced by 
the coder is scalable, consisting of core layer and four 
enhancement layers at 8 kb/s, 12 kb/s, 16 kb/s, 24 kb/s and 
32 kb/s individually. ITU-T’s test results showed that this 
coder has good performance compared with reference codec.
Index Terms: speech coding, embedded speech coding, 
ACELP speech coding, TCX speech coding 

1. Introduction
Voice transmission is currently the most widespread use of 
network and wireless communications. In Frame Relay, 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode, and Internet Protocol 
applications, packetized speech communication has become 
more and more important. However, packet losses often 
occur due to network congestion, maximum delay constraints, 
and buffer overflow in network applications. To avoid large 
degradations in speech quality with packet networks, 
embedded coding algorithms [1-3] is an available method. 

Currently, ITU-T SG 16 is studying a new speech coding 
standard, called EV-VBR (Embedded Variable Bit Rate). 
The foreseen applications of EV-VBR codec are packetized 
voice over wireline networks, high-quality audio/video 
conference, applications that benefit from congestion control, 
differentiated QoS, multimedia streaming, and 3G or future 
wireless (e.g., 4G, WiFi) systems. The required features of 
the EV-VBR codec are to provide scalability in the form of 
an embedded coding scheme, with the range of 8–32 kb/s for 
conversational services. The Terms of Reference (ToR) [4] 
and initial time schedule of EV-VBR has been finalized in 
April 2006. Several candidates including Huawei, Nokia, 
VoiceAge, Ericsson, Motorola, Siemens and Panasonic Corp. 
took part in the tests organized by ITU-T in January 2007.  
    In this paper, Huawei’s codec finished by our lab is 
presented. It describes the main features of the encoding and 
decoding algorithms, along with the bit allocation for the 
different parameters and algorithm delay. The rest of this 
paper is organized as follows: The features of the codec are 
described in Section 2. The encoder is described in Section 3, 
while the decoder is presented in Section 4. The bit 
allocation and the algorithm delay are described in Section 5. 

Then the part of test results of ITU-T are summarized and 
discussed in Section 6. 

2. Description of the codec
Huawei’s codec is an embedded variable bit-rate speech 
codec, which is designed to support bandwidth scalability 
(narrow band and wide band signal) and bit-rate scalability 
(8~32 kb/s). In the default mode, the codec accepts input 
signals sampled at 16 kHz on the encoder side and generates 
output signals sampled at 16 kHz on the decoder side. The 
codec is also compatible with input signals sampled at 8 kHz 
and outputs signals sampled at 8 kHz. In this codec, bit-
stream is generated in a layered manner on the encoder side 
so that the reconstructed speech can be recovered from a 
subset of the entire bit-stream on the decoder side. The 
output bit-stream produced by the encoder is scalable, 
consisting of core layer and four enhancement layers at 8 
kb/s, 12 kb/s, 16 kb/s, 24 kb/s and 32 kb/s individually.  

The core layer bit-stream, which is the smallest subset of 
the entire bit-stream, is generated by the core layer and 
provides a reconstructed speech with minimal quality. A 
higher quality speech can be achieved with more bits 
provided by enhancement layers. 

3. Description of the encoder 
The high-level block diagram of the encoder is shown in 
figure 1. The core layer at 8 kb/s uses ACELP (algebraic 
code excited linear prediction) technique, and the 
enhancement layers are designed to improve the speech 
quality by adopting ACELP and TCX (transform coding 
excitation) techniques. This codec sets one adaptive 
codebook buffer, which is updated by each layer’s excitation 
respectively, for each ACELP layer. This kind of adaptive 
codebook structure is favorable for finding the best coding 
parameters for each layer and make different layer 
independent relatively. Good performance can achieved both 
in core layer and ACELP enhancement layers with this 
structure.  

The encoder operates with a frame length of 20 ms which 
is divided into 4 sub-frames of 5 ms. It generates an 
embedded bit-stream consisting of 5 layers at 8, 12 , 16 , 24 
and 32 kb/s required by the ToR of EV-VBR [4]. 

As shown in figure 1, the input signal should be pre-
processed before encoding. The pre-processing includes 
sampling rate changing and high pass filtering. If the 
sampling rate is set to 16 kHz, the input signal is down-
sampled to 12.8 kHz. If the input signal is narrowband signal 
sampled at 8 kHz, the input signal is up-sampled to 12.8 kHz.
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Figure 1: High-level block diagram of the encoder

Then the signal is filtered by a high-pass filter with 50Hz cut-
off frequency.

3.1. Embedded ACELP coding

3.1.1. Core layer (8kb/s) 

ACLEP structure is applied to the 8-kb/s layer. Linear
prediction analysis is performed once per speech frame using
the autocorrelation approach with 30 ms asymmetric windows. 
A look-ahead of 5 ms is used in the autocorrelation
computation. The autocorrelations of windowed speech are
converted to the LP coefficients using the Levinson-Durbin 
algorithm.  Then the LP coefficients are transformed to the 
ISP domain for quantization and interpolation purposes. A
new unequal coefficients interframe predictive split vector
quantizer is used to quantize the ISF (Immittance Spectral 
Frequency) parameters [5, 6]. The interpolated quantized and 
unquantized filters are converted back to the LP filter
coefficients (to construct the synthesis and weighting filters at 
each sub-frame).

For each 5-ms sub-frame, an optimal excitation signal is
searched and reconstructed by fixed codebook excitation and 
adaptive codebook excitation scaled by their respective gains 
gp and gc. The optimal adaptive codebook contribution is
found by searching in the past quantized excitation using the
Analysis-by-Synthesis technique. The fixed codebook 
contribution is obtained from an algebraic codebook. The
fixed codebook excitation consists of 3 non-zero pulses which
are searched over the entire sub-frame. The 64 possible
positions are divided into 4 tracks, where the first two tracks
each contains one pulse and the last 2 tracks only contain one 
pulse. The adaptive codebook gain (pitch gain) and the fixed 
(algebraic) codebook gain are jointly optimized and vector 
quantized.

3.1.2. Enhancement layer 1 and Enhancement layer 2 
(12kb/s and 16kb/s) 

These two enhancement ACELP layers use the additional 
algebraic codebook to refine the excitation. The additional
algebraic codebook in 12-kb/s layer is searched to further 
minimize the perceptually weighed coding error from core
layer. Similarly, the additional algebraic codebook in 16-kb/s

layer is searched to further minimize the perceptually
weighed coding error from enhancement layer 1. The 
algebraic structure of the two additional codebooks is the
same as the core layer. But the optimal pulse positions are 
determined using an efficient iterative non-exhaustive 
technique, the Focused-Search [7]. In this technique, only a
small percentage of position combination is tested and
researched. The ratio of 12kb/s fixed-codebook gain to the 8 
kb/s quantized fixed-codebook gain is un-uniform scalar
quantized in enhancement layer 1 and the ratio of 16 kb/s
fixed-codebook gain to the 12kb/s quantized fixed-codebook 
gain is un-uniform scalar quantized in enhancement layer 2. 
The adaptive pitch-lag is the same in the first three layers to 
maintain time synchronization between the layers. But each 
layer has its unique adaptive codebook buffer. 

3.2. Embedded TCX coding

3.2.1. Enhancement layer 3 (24kb/s) 

The difference between the pre-processed signal and the local 
synthesized speech signal e3(n) is coded by TCX in 
enhancement layer 3. The difference signal is perceptually
weighted prior to TCX encoding by the filter 

, where the coefficient 1ˆ( ) ( / ) /(1 )W z A z z� � �� � �  is 0.8.
After the TCX coding, a bit-stream of 160 bits is obtained, 
where 10 bits represented noise factor and global gain, the
rest of bits (150bits) are used to quantize the pre-shaped 
spectrum by using split multi-rate lattice VQ. Meanwhile, the 
quantized signal of the difference denoted as  is locally
reconstructed. TCX operates on 288 samples and the overlap-
and-add method is adopted in TCX encoding. Thus, sub-
frames loop in ACELP coding in the former three layers runs 
five times every frame. However, only first four sub-frames
information is written into bit-stream.

)(ˆ3 ne

3.2.2. Enhancement layer 4 (32kb/s) 

The error signal resulting from enhancement layer 3 encoding 
denoted as e4(n): ),(ˆ)()( 334 nenene �� is coded by TCX coding
in enhancement layer 4 [8]. The coefficient � of the 
perceptually weighted filter is set
to 0.84 in enhancement layer 4. After the TCX coding, a bit-

)1/()/(ˆ)( 1��� zzAzW ��
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stream of 160 bits is obtained, the method of bit allocation is 
the same to the enhancement layer 3 [1, 9]. 

4. Description of the decoder 
Figure 2 shows the high-level block diagram of the decoder. 
The decoder also consists of five layers: core layer, two 
ACELP enhancement layers and two TCX enhancement 
layers. In each 20-ms frame, the decoder can receive any of 
the supported bit rates, from 8 kb/s up to 32 kb/s. Thus, the 
operation of decoder depends on the received bit rate Rdec.

� If Rdec =8 kb/s, the decoding of core layer is performed. 
The quantized ISF is decoded and converted to LPC 
coefficients. The adaptive codebook excitation and 
algebraic codebook excitation are generated by 
decoding the index of pitch delay and pulse positions. 
The gains of adaptive and algebraic codebook are also 
obtained by decoding the index of the gains. Then the 
optimal excitation signal for the core layer is computed. 

� If Rdec =12 or 16 kb/s. Both core layer and CELP 
enhancement layer decoding are performed to obtain a 
refined excitation signal.

� For Rdec =8, 12 or 16 kb/s, the reconstructed optimal 
excitation will be adaptively post-processed, and then 
filtered by synthesis filter to obtain the reconstructed 
signal sampled at 12.8 kHz. 

� If Rdec = 24 or 32 kb/s. Both the CELP decoding and 
TCX decoding are performed. Noise factor, global gain 
and FFT parameters are decoded in enhancement layer 
3 and 4 to get the reconstructed error signal. The 
synthesized signal sampled at 12.8 kHz is obtained by 
summing the signals decoded from CELP and TCX. 

� Then, the 12.8 kHz sampled synthesized signal is re-
sampled and filtered to produce 8 kHz or 16 kHz 
sampled signal. 

� If the option of the sampling rate is set to 8 kHz, the 8 
kHz re-sampled signal in the procedure above is output 
directly. If the option is set to 16 kHz sampling rate, 
high frequency compensation is summed to the 16 kHz 
sampled synthesized signal to get the final output 
speech. The high frequency signal is generated by 
filling the upper part of the spectrum with a white noise 

properly scaled in excitation domain and then converted 
to speech domain by shaping it with LP synthesis filter. 

4.1. Frame erasure concealment 
When a frame erasure occurs, the frame erasure concealment 
(FEC) algorithm is invoked to improve the synthesized 
quality in frame erasure condition.  

The missing speech frame is classified as VOICED
UNVOICED SILENCE UNVOICED TRANSIT TO 
VOICED and VOICED TRANSIT TO UNVOICED at 
decoder. The parameters of the erased frame are properly 
recovered based on the parameters from past frames. The 
energy of excitation is carefully controlled depending on the 
classification of the speech. The reproduction of erased 
frame’s adaptive codebook depends on the bit-stream rate of 
the last frame. In addition, to increase the robustness of the 
codec, the contribution of adaptive codebook is properly 
constrained at encoder [10]. 

5. Bit allocation and the algorithm delay 

5.1. Bit allocation
The bit allocation is detailed in Table 1. 

5.2. Algorithm delay 
For 16 kHz input and output signal:

� The encoder algorithm delay: 20+5=25ms, where 20ms 
is frame size, 5ms is look-head. 

� The decoder algorithmic delay: 0.9375ms, where 
0.9375ms is re-sampling delay (12.8 kHz up to 16 kHz). 

� Total algorithmic delay: 25.9375ms. 
� For 8 kHz input and output signal:
� The encoder algorithmic delay: 20+5+2=27ms, where 

2ms is re-sampling delay (8 kHz up to 12.8kHz).  
� The decoder algorithmic delay: 1.875ms. 
� Total algorithmic delay: 28.875ms. 
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Figure 2: High-level block diagram of the decoder (in case of received frames)
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Table 1. Bit allocation.

Frame (20 ms) Parameters 

Sub-frame(5ms) 1 2 3 4
8kb/s ACELP core layer

ISF 10+10+9+9+8 (46)

Pitch delay 8 5 8 5

ACELP codebook 13+3 13+3 13+3 13+3

Codebook gains 6 6 6 6
Subtotal per 20-ms frame 160

12kb/s ACELP enhancement layer 1 

ACELP codebook 13+3 13+3 13+3 13+3

Codebook gain 3 3 3 3

Filter selection 1 1 1 1

Subtotal per 5-ms subframe 20 20 20 20

Subtotal per 20-ms frame 80
16kb/s ACELP enhancement layer 2 

Subtotal per 20-ms frame 80
24kb/s TCX enhancement layer 3

Noise factor 3

Global gain 7

Lattice VQ 150

Subtotal per 20-ms frame 160
32kb/s TCX enhancement layer 4 

Subtotal per 20-ms frame 160
Total number of bits per 

frame 640

6. Part of test results of ITU-T 
North American is tested by Arcon(A)and Dynastat(D), and 
Chinese is tested by BIT(B), French is tested by France 
Telecom(F), Japanese is tested by NTT-AT(J), Finnish is 
tested by Nokia(N), and Canadian is tested by VoiceAge(V).  

The test results of the Coder under test (Cut) for clean 
speech are shown at Table 2. The test conditions and the 
references (Ref) are shown in the first row. The first three 
terms are narrowband mode, and the fourth term is wideband 
input and narrowband output mode, the rest are wideband 
mode. From the table, we can find that the MOS of Ref are 
higher than Cut at R1 (-36dB narrow mode) and R4 and R5 
(wideband mode), but the rest results can pass the 
requirements of ITU-T.  

Table 2. MOS comparison under clean speech

Condition  -XdB 
signla level at -XdB

Com Ref Cut Com Ref Cut

R1 /G.729E( -26dB) B 3.552 3.594 V 4.287 4.037

R1/ G.729E(-16dB) B 3.557 3.516 V 4.333 4.068

R1 / G.729E(-36dB) B 3.38 3.073 V 3.958 3.573

R2 /G.729(-26dB) B 3.703 3.583 V 4.083 4.297

R1/G.722.2-8.85k(-26dB) B 3.677 3.859 D 3.802 3.839

R1/G.722.2-8.85k(-26dB) B 3.693 3.781 D 3.635 3.807

R1/G.722.2-8.85k(-36dB) B 3.391 3.38 D 3.323 3.557

R3/G.722.2-12.65k(-26dB) J 3.385 3.510 N 3.729 3.635

R3/G.722.2-12.65k(-16dB) J 3.583 3.552 N 3.865 3.734

R3/G.722.2-12.65k(-36dB) J 2.469 2.542 N 2.589 2.760

R4/G.722.2-15.85k(-26dB) J 3.438 3.188 N 3.776 3.167

R5/G.722.2-23.85k(-26dB) A 4.063 3.724 F 4.078 3.677

R5/G.722.2-23.85k(-16dB) A 4.026 3.839 F 4.083 3.547

R5/G.722.2-23.85k(-36dB) A 3.354 3.005 F 3.458 3.115
when the 3% frame erasure happens at R5 and the 

0,2,4,6,10% frame erasure happen at R1~R5 separately, the 
Ref’s MOS is higher than the Cut, but the rest MOS of the 
Cut at table 3 can meet the requirements of ITU-T. 

Table 3. MOS comparison under FEC

Condition Com Ref Cut 

B 3.255 3.323 R1 3% FER /G.729E 3%

FER V 4.016 3.823 

B 3.677 3.766 R1-R5 fast switch 
/G.722.2 8.85k D 3.802 3.906 

B 3.182 3.396 
R1 3% FER /G.722.2  8.85k

D 3.214 3.688 

J 3.063 3.073 
R3 6% FER /G.722.2 8.85k

N 3.276 3.203 

A 4.031 3.583 R5 3% FER 
/ G.722.2 15.85k F 3.995 3.203 

A 4.031 3.771 R1-R5 0,2,4,6,10% FER 
/ G.722.2 12.65k F 3.995 3.526 
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